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1. Introduction .· 

Conventional phenomenological quark models describing low-energy properties of 

baryons treat nucleons as. consisting:of only up and down qua~ks. So it naturally 

comes as a big surprise .when some rec;ent measurements and the?retical analyses 

indicate a_ possible existence. of a significant strange quark, content:in the nucleon, 

For example, ne'ij analysis of the sigma term [l] in pion-nucleon scattering suggests 

that about one third of the rest mass of the proton comes from ss pairs. The 

EMC measurement of the spin structure function of. the proton, in, deep-inelastic 

muon scattering [2] has been interpreted as an indication of the strange quark sea 

ss strongly polarized 9pposite to the nucleon spin, leading·. to the, conclusion .that 

the total qu_ark spin- contributes little to the total spin; of the proton. , A similar 

conclusion has been drawn from the ,BNL elastic neutrino,proton-scattering [3, 4]. 

The.se have prompted.a set of new experimental proposals [5] to measure the neutral 

wea.k. form factors of the. nucleon\ which might 1:/e sensitive to the strange- quarks 

inside th(! nucleon. .An intriguingidea as proposed by the guest of honor oL this 

Symposium, Professor Henley and· his collaborators, [6,· 7], is to directly probe the 

strangeness content of the.proton by the lepto- and photo-production of ¢>-meson that 

is ,essentially 100% ss, The idea is to.determine the amountofthe ss-admixture in the 

nucleon by isolating the·contribution-ofdirect knockout of ss cluster to the measured 

cross section.' Henley ,at, al. , [7] carried out a calculation· in a non-relativistic quark 

model (NRQM)·that contains some'strangeness ;i,dmixture in the proton., They found 

that the direct knockout contribution is comparable to the_ prediction of the vector

meson dominance model (VDM) of diffractive productioJ?- [8, 9, 10] if a (10-20)% 
strange quark admixture is assumed. 

The knockout contributi~n is closely related to the _hadron form factors wlii~h 

in a non-relativistic quark model depencl on the three:~oinentu~ tr'a:nsfer squared .. ' , .,. ·, 

q2 = -q2 + 11 2 , where q and II are the four-momentum and energy transferred to the 

hadron system, respectively. In the con~id~red 'kin~matical regi~ns of J~productio~, 
, , , ,, I • , , , • !, .'.• ,' '. •:. , , > ' •• t ! , •·;t•. 

the minimal value of q2 is about 3:6 Ge V2• It is clear that the momentum transfer in 
' : ' l I 1 · ' , .' ' • 1 r ' 1 

: • ' ' • '' • t' ~ t \' • '' ; t; i ': : 

this region is too large to use the non-relativistic quark model because its predictions 

fo~ hadron forni iador's ~re.in po~r agreement with e~perim~nt :~t q2 ~- o.3 dev2
: 

, · , .'' , : , • ,11 ' ; t' . ';· ' 1 ! ·. ·,' ; · ' '; t • ! '· ·'' • ·; '. '• J ·. 

Furthermore,··only' the .ss~knockout from the proton was considered in Ref. [7] and 
\ ~ ; '. ' ' ' '. . '. ' ' : ' . •, ; . ; ' . : . ) . ' ' : ! : '. ' . ; ; ' . ! / 

the process of direct knockout of the uud~cluster was left .out as it was argued to be 

suppressed. . . 
. 'i ' ' , • • ' . ', ' 

In this talk, we report a calculation which improves the calculation of Ref. [7] by 
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taking into account the relativistic feature of the process with the use of relativistic 

harmonic oscillator model (RHOM) [11] which describes the nucleon form factor in a 

wide kinematical region of the momentum transfer, up to 25 GeV2, and reproduces 

the quark counting rule. We find that the direct knockout mechanism is compa

rable to the VDM diffractive production if only (1-2)% strange quark admixture 

is assumed. The contribution of direct uud-cluster knockout as well as the interfer

ence between the ss-knockout and the uud-knockout is also calculated and discussed. 

2. Kinematics and cross sections 

The one-photon exchange diagram for cp electroproduction is shown in Fig. I. 

The four momenta of the initial electron and proton, final electron and proton; the 

produced cp mesoni 'and the virtual photon are denoted by k, p, k', p', q,t,, and 

q, respectively. In the laboratory frame, we write k = (Ee,k), k' = (E;,k'), p = 
(E, p)=(MN; O); where MN is the nucleon mass, p' = (E', p'), q,t, = (w,t,, q,t,), and q = 
(v, q), respectively, 0 is the electron scattering angle defined by cos 0 = k · k' / lkl jk'j. 

The other invariant kinematical variables are v = p · q/MN = Ee - E;, the minus of 

photon mass squared Q2
. = -q2, the four-momentum transfer squared to the proton 

t = (p - p')2, the proton-virtual-photon center-of-mass (CM) energy W2 = (p + q)2, 

and the total energy squared in the CM system s = (p + k )2. 

In terms of the conventional T-matrix elements T1;, we find the triple-differential 

cross section of the.¢ electroproduction in the laboratory frame in the form of 

'd3a 

dWdQ2dt 

WE~E'w¢ I = 
4MkEelkliqj (2ir )3 ITJ;j2' (1) 

where 
IT1d2 = J IT1d 2 d<pp• dcp~, and 

2ir 2ir 
- I~ 
IT1;l 2 = 4 ~ IT1l' 

m 1s 

(2) 

with 'PP',k' the corresponding azimuthal angles. 

·The diffractive production has been widely used to describe the vector-meson 

photoprodudion and electroproduction [8]. In the VDM of diffr~~tive production 

proces~ d~picted in Fig. 2(a), th'e virtuai photon turns into cp ~eson which then 
. ·. ) :· . . . . . . .. 

scatters diffradively with the proton through the exchange of a Pomeron. The 

t}iple-differential cr~ss sectioit predicted by VDM is. [7] 

d3aclitr d2adiff 2 

dWdQ2dt = dWdQ 2 bq,exp {-b¢, It -L(Q )I}' (3) 

: ,. 2 

~ 

\ 

lo 

' ) 

where the expon~ntial slope b,t, in ¢i production i~ determined from the experiment 

and i_(Q2
) is the possible maximum value oft (t is always negative). The corre

sponding double-differential cross section d2adirr/dWdQ2 predicted by the VDM is 
given as 

d2adiff 
dWdQ 2 (2ir)fw(Q2, W)adirr(Q?, W), (4). 

<7diff( Q2, W) 
a(0, W) p;(0) • · 

[I+ (Q2/MJ)]2 p;(Q2/1 + ER,t,) exp{-b,t,IL(Q2) - L(0)l},(5) 

where I'w(Q 2
, tV) is the flux of transverse virtual photons in the laboratory frame, 

M,t, the</> mass and c the virtual photon polarization parameter. The factor (I +cR,t,) 

c~rrects for the fact that pho_tpn has a longitudinal component for Q2 -:f:. 0. The 

term p;(0)/p;(Q2
), where p;(Q2

) is the virtual photon flux in the photon-hadron. 

CM frame, accounts for the Q2-dependence of this flux. a(0, W) is the observed 

photoproduction cross section. The exponential factor arises from the fact that the 

physical range oft is reduced for Q2 > 0. As in Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10], we will work with 

the quantities with I'w(Q2, W) factored out from the triple and double differential 

electroproduction cross sections, e.g., a(Q2, W) = (d2a/dWdQ2 )/(2'irI'w(Q2 , W)). 

Figure 2(b) corresponds to the process where an ss pair is directly knocked out 

by the photon and Fig. 2(c) to the direct uud knockout. It. is also' possible that 

the system would go thro1!gh hadronic intermediate states like N a;d N* before </J · 

meson is emitted. Such processes may give important contributions and should be· 

studied. Here we focus only on the direct knockout me~hanisms and leave the others 
for future study. 

The knockout amplitude T1; in the one photon exchange app"roximation may be 
writ.ten in the most general form as 

. , r. : • : µv , 

(2ir)4i5(p + q - p' - q4>)T1; = (2ir)\5(p + q - p' - q,t,) ( h1IY;lh;) :2 ( k'l]ilk), · (6) 
. . 

wh_ere ( Jj};,eli) are .the hadron and electron electromagnetic current matrix cle

ments, respectively. The ·electron matrix element is given by 

( k'iJiik)= 
Af2 

E £' Um•(k')c-y.,~m(k)' ~ 'q2A 
e "'e _ . v, 

(7) ' 

where Mc is the electron mass, u~(k) the Dirac spinor for the electron (m den~tes· 

the spin project.ion) normalized as uu = 1, and A., the "exterhai"' electromagnetic 
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field. The hadron electromagnetic current matrix element depends on the model 

for the description of the initial and final hadron states lhi.J) and the form of the 

electromagnetic current operator J;. Here we "approximate J; to be the sum of 

one-body current which enables one to represent the amplitude Ti; as 

T T sii + Tuud 
Ji= Ji Ji ' (8) 

where the first term describes the interactio'ri of the ele~tromagnetic field with the s 

and .s quarks, i.e., the ss-cluster knockout, while the second one corresponds to the 

uud-knockout. 

3. Wave functions in the RHOM 

·· Following Ref. [7] we write the constituent quarkwave function of hadrons in the 

Fock space as 
i 

:lq<1>) = l[s.s]1), 

Jp) "= AJ[uud]½) +B [aol{[uud]½ 0 [ss]0 }½) + aiJ{[uud]½ 0 [ss] 1}½)], (9) 

( 

where f1 2 is the strangeness admixture of the proton and ( a6, aD are the spin-0 and 

spin-1 fraction of the ss, respectively., The superscripts (0,½,l) represent·the,spin of 

ea~h cluster. Normalization of the proton wave function gives A2 +B2 = a6+ai = 1. 

It is supposed ~hat the quarks in clusters are in a relative. ls-state with respect 

to the duster CM. P,arity consideration requires .that s.s-cluster be in a relative p

wave w.r.~. t,he uud-cluster. ·Symbol 0 in Eq. (9) means the vector addition of 

the spins of the uud and ss clusters and their relative orbital angular momentum 

L (£ =,l) in a proton. It is also .assumed that. each quark cluster in Eq., (9) is 

described by the spin-flavor wave function combined with the totally antisymmetric 

color SU(3) wave ,function to form a color singlet. The spatial structure of the 

hadron is determined by the effective confining quark~quark interactions, which, in 

the following, is approximated by the relativistic harmonic oscillato; potential. 

.The RHOM as first.used in Ref. [12] for the study ofthe proton form factors; en

ables one to take into account•the Lorentz contraction effect of the composite particle 

wave function. This essential relativistic effect becomes important at large Q2 and 

provides an explanati9n of th~. dipole-like Q2 dependence of the elastic nucleon form 

factor. Because of this advantage, the RHOM has been widely used for the descrip

tion of the h.adron properties at large momentum transfers [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], 

in spite o.f some inherent theoretical difficulties in the model [13, 18). 
,i ., 
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In. RHOM, the spatial.motion of.a five-quark system is described by 

(t □;~·11: t (x;-x;)2+Vo) W=O, 
•=I. t;l'J=l .. ,, .. '['' 

,, (10) 

where 11: and V0 are the ~sual harmonic oscillator model parameters,' and the four

vectors squared a,re defined as x2 = X6 - x 2 and D = 85 - V 2
• The equation can be 

diagonalized using the relativistic Jacobia~ ~oordinate; 

(1 = ✓t3(x2 + ~3 _:_}xi)~ 6 = ·h(x3 - x2), p == 72(xs ~ X4), 
5 

X == jf(x1 + x~ +;~3)-/j(x4 + Xs):·· X;,;, +s-'L;;, 
· ,i. ' · · '" ·' i=l 

(11) 

' : ' ,\"' . ' ,. , . : , •, ,: 

where the labels i = 1, 2, 3 refer to P,articles in the uud-cluster and i .~ 4, ,5 tp the 
. . ' :'" i ' " .• ~ t ~. ' 11_. ··, ': . • . , ,. • . "s ' 

ss-cluster. In terms of the Jacob.ian coordinates, Eq. (10) becomes 
~ . , , ' . ~ . \ 

[□x ~ t (□v'._w~v2 ) + Vo] '11 =·o:· 
v 1s 

(12) 

with w~ = 511: and~= (6,(2 ,p,x)> In the rest;fra~~·p = (MN,O), the ground state 

spatial wav,e function in the ~HOM ,can be written, as 

V5 : I , ' ', ' ' •1 ' ' '.' :: •;'>' 

Ill= e-iMNXo/ 5Wint,>.(6,e;;p,x),' Wint,>.(P;6,e2;P,X) = II tf,(p;v), (l3) 

~here 

and 

" I 
v's ,,, 

•'•( )· ·(Wv)·· · { t ( 2' •·2)} ( i [')••' 
'I' v =:= -; exp, - 2~v ~o + V , V ~ <,f'.<,2,P,1;i,, 

\ • • , t' • '. • ·, ' • 

t/J>.(X) = -~ (;) X>. exp {-½wx(X~ + x~)}, 

1 ' 
Xo ·= Xzi · X±t == =f J2(Xx_± ixy); 

(14) 

with,\ being the projection of the clusters' relative orbital angular momentum£= 1. 

Th~· f~nctions i~ Eq. (14) can be ~ritt~n covariantly in ~~y arhitraryframe ;ith 

p = (Ep,p) using the identity , 

-( v~ + v 2
) = v2 

- 2 ( ~:) 

2 

(15) 
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Note that in the covariant wave function of a state with momentum p~, the argument 

of . the Hermite polynomial contains the component of the space-like four vector 

v,, - (p · v/MJ.)pµ, 
With the spin-flavor degrees of freedom we can write the total intrinsic wave 

function of a five-quark system .as 

<I> • ·· ~ ( 1 '1. ,1 · ) ( · · 11 ) IV · uud ss 
int,mJ = a;,. L.....,, 2 m II J m; J m; }s, m ••. 2 m; . int,~ <p ½,m' <f); ... m,., (16) 

J,m;,~. . 
m 1,m.,1 

where a0 = 1 and a 1 = ~- Here <pY"d, and <pi~• are the spin-flavor wave functions 
v2 2•~ s!,ma1 ~ . 

of the uud- and ss-clusters, respectively. For simplicity we drop the color wave 

function. Intrinsic ~ave functio~ of the three-quark ·component in a proton as well 

as the diquark </> meson in the final state have the similar structures. 

The next point to be considered is the hadron electromagnetic current. The 
; _., !' ' ' _'. 

RHOM describes quarks as spinless particles. Therefore, the interaction of the quark 

spin with an external ~lecdomagrietic field has to be introduced into the model by 

hand. We use the following relat)vistic prescription for the electromagnetic current 

operator: 

'h •h · •h 
J,,.~./min,µ +/mag,µ, (17) 

where i::Un,µ comes from the usual gauge "minirrial substitution," p,,-> p,, _: eCA,,, 
in the relativistic equation of motion (10), so that 

( 
. ~ . . 
i!in,µ = C(nq) L ~k[pk,µO(x - Xk) + o(x - Xk)Pk,µ], (18) 

k=l 

where nq is the number of quarks, and the constant C is determined by the normal

ization condition :for''~lastic scattering hadronic curr~nt; i.e., Jt(q) -> e as q-> 0. It 
gives C(nq) = nq/2MN. The second term in Eq' .. (17) .concerns with the interaction 

of the quark spins with the external electromagnetic field and has the similar form 

in both the relativistic and NR models as 

( 
n, u x V) 

jh =· 0, i~-kµko(x-xk)-
2

M ' mag,µ L.....,, N 
k=l . 

(19) 

where' the µiagnetic moments µk's are chosen to be the s~me as in the NH.QM [7), 

n~~ely, ~u,d ·= /~ 3 andµ.= MN/M.'':::!. 1.88, where M~ is the s-quar_k ~nass .. ' 

6: 

~ 

{ 

' 

i, 

I. 

\ 

4. The amplitudes , 

Given the proton wavefunction and the electromagnetic current, one can eval

uate the 1'-matrix for the </> meson electroproduction. For the ss knockout process, 

the amplitude reads 

T ss 2A*B (I 1 'It ) 1••ze,µ, [ A] Ji= - ao ;imf II 2m; >. 2111 q ~ m,., 
. • N , 1 ~· 

(20) 

where m<I> is the spin projection in z-direction of the outgoing¢> and Ij/ is given as 

(21r)4o(p + q - p' - q~)IJ.' J dx1 .... dxse·-;,.z, w;,(xi, x2, x3)w;.(x4, x5)Wp,>.(X1, ... , xs), 

(21) 

which leads to 

with 

l'J.: = r•• F,,t/J,,,>.(p'), 

r•• = J d4
(1d

46t/J'j"1(p';(i,6)t/J'rd(p;(1,6), 

F,, = J d4 pe-iq•p/fi.t/J<1>(q<1>;p)1//j'(p;p), 

1Pss,>.(P1
) = J d4 xi(v5f6p'-yf3/10Ph.t/J>.(p; x)-

(22) 

(23) 

Note that F., depends not only on q2
( Q2

, W) but also ori t, because the intrinsic: 

wave function depends on q<I>. r•• also depends on t through the p'-dependence of 

the intrinsic uud cluster wave function in the final state. 

From Eq. (20), the spin-averaged amplitude squared is obtained as 

1'1'}!12 = l~ABaoF,,l'''V,.,(p') e
2r{/ j2 cos2

; {ft'+ JI' tan2
;}, (24) 

where ft' = Q2 /4M'f., and n·. = q 2 /2M'f... The momentum distribution V(p') is 
related to the momentum distribution of the outgoing proton: 

IV,,(p')l2 = ~ L lt/J,,,,\(p')l2. 
,: ' ). ,' 

(25) 

Note that tlie normalization of IV(p')l2 is differe11t from the NR one because of 

the different normaiization of the intrinsic spatial wave functions and the additional 

integration over the time variable in the RIIOM [19). In the NR case we have the 
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usual physical normalization, i.e., one baryon number per unit volume. We keep this 

normalization in the relativistic case by renormalizing V --+ V = cons{. x V with . . . 

I (::)31V(P)l2 = 1. (26) 

The final form of the distribution_lV,.,1 2 is 

_l IV ( )12 - . v,,(p) ( ) 2 { 5 ( 2 V ) } 
(2ir)3 ., P -.. f_dpv.,(p), v., P = P exp - 3wx P - d.,MNp2 + MJ., (27) 

with d • ., = 3/5, which approaches the_NRQM results for p2 ~ M'fv and wx = ~w~NR) 

[19]. 

Similarly, we obtain the amplitude of the uud knockout as 

ruud= A*Ba1 "(!m'l.\l1"m·)(1·m·lm l!m·)Juud/,,,uud IF.ud1,_,,uud )Al'(28) 
f• y2 .L...;, 2 J J 1> 2 • ,\ \r½,m1 I' r½,m' ' 

J,m ,,\ 

where the overlap integral 1rd can be obtained from Eq. (21) by substituting x, for 

X4. This gives 1rd = pudpuud1Puud,>,(q¢) with 

ruud == J d4P1P1>(q1>; p)1j;l5(p; p), 

F = J d4 t d4 t eiV2Pq·e1 .r.uud(p' · t t )·'·uud(p· t t ) uud \,l \,2 . o/j ,\.1,\,2 o/, 1\,1,\,2, 

1Puud,>-.(q¢) = Jd4xe-i(y5f6q.,-,jifu,p)•x1P>-.(P; x). (29) 

The four-vector operator .r;ud reads 

.r;ud = ( Fo' FIi + F 1.) ' (30) 

where 

5 ( E' -w</>) 
·. Fo = efo = e6 1 + MN ' 

-c_ _ r ~ r _ 5(2p' · q - q2 + 2vq2 
/ E) 

ru-eJilq2' Jll-e .. '6MN ', 

-c 5p'sin0p'q(. ·., • . ') . µ (
1
" ) 

r 1. = e M xcosr.p +ysmr.p +i-M u x q, 
3 N 2 N 

(31) 

with r.p' the azimuthal angle of Q1>• .r;ud is not gauge invariant and gives wrong 

results at small Q2 
••. We :1m~nd it with the following gauge invariant modification: 

!.. - d ( - ) F,t··= F0 , F 11 + F1. , with F11 = ef/q q2' (32) 

Sc 

'~ 

1) 

·l 

It leads to ! , t 

lrm•d12 = IABa F 1u.udv .(q·)·.~12 cos2'~-{1;.ud +. 1uud'ta'n2i~}· 
f• 1 uud:p uud:</>Q2. 2 1 ,:.~:-, 2? 

;, (33y 

where vuud has the sa:~~ form as Eq. (27) with the'substitution d • .,'--+ duud = ¾, and 

fi,2 are 

gud ~ (µ2Q 2/4Mfv)[l + f~ Q:] ~ µ2Q 2/4Mfv; 
µ q 

J;ud ~µ2q2/2Mfv. (34) 

We see that in the RHOM the dominant contribution to the' matrix element for the 

uud-knockout comes from the magnetic part of the hadronic current. This explains 

the successes of some calculations on hadron form factors that use the non-relativistic 

structure of the quark current operator .with the proper form of. its magnetic part. 

Similarly to the previous cases we find the interference term as 
' 4 · ' 'i I ,:,J( "I' • 

· ITjf11 = . IABl2
aoa1~~~4e IF,.,.dF • .,ruudrs•v,,ud(q¢)Va.(p')cos0p'q,,I 

2 0 {1·· f'' 2 0} XCintCOS - l + 2. tan - ,· · · · 2 · · · 2' (35) 

where Cint ~ 0.7, numeric~lly. 
,, '. ' . : , • ,,)") :. l 

The main differe~ce between the non-relativistic results of .Ref. [7] and the rela-

tivistic one;. comes. frorri th~ different expressions for the overllp' i'nteg~als F'uud, F,~, 

ruud' arid rs•. In the evalu~tion' of overl~p int~gr~ls; we as;u~~ that the os~iilato~ ~a-. 

rameters w's are the effective ones, and take.we,; = we,J '~ r;2 an_d ~;:i ~ wp,f = ~r;/. 
•, { • , •• '• > ,.· 4 , , .• 

The resulting overlap integrals are 

where 

. i. )f; 

. . 2 t . . • r pql ::), ( ) -2 { 2 2}· 
F~uiq1 , t) = 1 - 2M'fv . exp -,6. / 

·. J?,.,(?i, t) = ( ~:) exp {-r;~q?} , : 

ruud = Mq, 
W,J,, ( )

-2 r·· = 1 - ~ · . · 
2M]; .j; ,' 

. (36). 

(37) 

(38) . 

E' - '( . p'2l_ Cij). tq2 (. p'2 - q2) , 
q; = q

2T, + 11.
2 

l - · E'v ·· ' qi= 2MNW,J, + v~ l,+ W4>V 1> · (39) 
'I ' \ 

From Eqs. {36-38), it is apparent that (i) the overlap.integrals pud and fs.iare 

smaller than 1 over the entire range of t as in the NRQM and r,. decreases with 
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increasing -t while ruud increases. This brings some suppression of the RHOM am

plitudes; (ii) the overlap integrals ,p,,,,d and F., depe,nd on the effective momentum 

tra~sfers q;'s,:which ar~ functiohs· oft at fixeiQ 2 and w. It can be seen from Eq. 

(39) that qi « q2 aU "'.. tmin and q~ « q2 at t. ~ tmax, which leads to the strong 
,, , •. 1, 

enhancement of the RHOM results in comparison with the NRQM ones. 

5. Results and discussions 

We fix the model parameters as follows: dimensional parameter r; is chosen to 

reproduce the empirical proton (uud) magnetic form factor up to Q2 ~ 10 GeV2 , 

w_hich leads to rp=r;xp /c=0.53 fm, and, using the experimental value of r;xp( =0.83 

fm), the scale factoris fixed as c = 1.566. It is interesting.to note that numerically 

this factor is. very close to·_the scale factor c = 1.5 used in the NRQM calculation 

[7]. Parameter ·r., is .chosen to be r., = r1,/c and r1, = 0.45 fm;• with the same scale 

factor as for the uud duster. Parameter Wx is deter~ined for the distribution V(p) 

to reduce to that of the' NRQM at IPI -t 0. The stra~geness pi6bability is taken to 
be B 2 = 0.02 assuming that ai = ai . 

Displayed in Figs. 3-5 are the RHOM predictions. For comparison, we show both 

relativistic and NRQM predictions of the Q2 dependence of a(Q2 , W) [19] i1;1 Fig. 3. 

Here, the YDM cross section is given by solid.line and the RHOM predictions on 

the ~.s-knd~kout,' uulknockout, an_d the int~_rfe~ence are by long-dashed, dash-triple: 

dotted; aiid da~h:__do~ble-dotted li;es, ~esp~ctively, whe~eas those for the NRQM by 

dotted, d~shed, ~nd dash-dotted 1'i~es; ~esp~
0

ctively .. Wefind that at large transfer 
. . ... , -. . · .. · ,,j, . j, 

momentum, i.e., Q2 > 0.5 GeV2, the RHOM prediction exceeds the NRQM result 

and the difference reaches several orders of magnitude. This is mainly due to the 

~~w functional dependence of the overlap integrals Fuud and F., in the RHOM. The 

"relativistic modification" of form factors is more crucial for Fuud than for F., because 

th_e dimensional parameter r in Eq. (36) is la~ger, than that of Eq. (37). Only at 
\ •' . . , . .. . ' 

small values of Q2, the RHOM result for ss knockout is comparable or even smaller 

than _that of the NRQM p{edicti?n. In this region the effect of enhancement in the 

form factor F,. is smaller than the effect of suppression in the overlap integral rs•, 
as was discussed above. In addition, we find that the ss knockout prevail over th~ · 

uud knockout at finite values of Q2 and that the interference term is small, 

f•'fo Figs. '4~5 ·we pi-e~ent the_t-dependerice
1

of'the cross section. At Q2 ~ 0.02 

GeV
2 

(Fig.4)R,HOM predicts strong enhancement of the uud knockout (dotted line), 

whil,e the' ss knockotlt ( dashed line) is smaller than that of NRQM·. This is 1dtle t~ the 
,·.1 .f; 

10.: 

Figure 1: Feynman diagram for the one-photon exchange electroproduction of 

<i> meson from the proton. 

ef>(qceJ_ __ _ --
:IP 
I 

¢, ¢, 

p' p' 

(b) (c) 

Figure 2: (a) Diffractive ¢,-meson production within vector meson dominance 

modcl·by means of th'e Pomeron exchange; (b) sii-knockout. contribution to the clec

troproductitm of ¢,~·meson; (<:) tmd-knockout contribution. 
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Figure 3: The Q2~d~pendence of the virtual photoproduction cross section 

CJ'(Q 2
, W) with W=2.l GeV in RHOM and in NRQM. The curves are as follows. 

The diffractive cross section - solid line; RHO.M: ss knockout cross section - long 

dashed line, uud knockout - dash-dotted:dotted-dotted line, interference term - dash

dotted-dotted line; NRQM: ss knoc½~ut cross section - dotted line, uud knockout -

dashed line, interference term - dash:,dotted line. 
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Figure .4: The t-dependence of, the virtual photoprnduction cross section 

CJ'(Q 2
, W, t) with W=2.l GeV and Q2 = 0.02 GeV2 in RHOM. ,The curves are as 

follows. The diffractive ·cross section - solid line; ss knockout - dashed line; uud 

knockout - dotted line; interference term - dash-dotted line. 
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suppression of rs•, which increases with increasing -t. Therefore, at large -t the 

uud knockout gives the dominant contribution. The interference term (dash-dotted 

line) is still negligible. At Q2
, = 1 GeV2 (Fig. 5) the diffractive production (solid line) 

and ss-knockout are close to each other whereas uud-knockout dominates at large 

-t. The contributions of the interference term to the total knock~ut cross section 

is not important. We find that the in~erference term gives no more than 10-15% 

correction to the total cross section. 
By analyzing the cross s~ctions, we co,nclude that the ,knockout contribution is 

comparable to the diffractive VDM, cp meson production even with 1-2% strangeness 

probability in proton. Note that this result arises mainly. from the Lorentz contrac

tion effect and is not sensitive to the expressions of.hadron electromagnetic current 

in the relativistic model. 
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Figure 5: The t-dependence of the virtual photoproduction cross section 

CJ'(Q 2 , W, t) with W=2.1 GeV and Q2 = 1.0 GeV2 in RHOM. Notatioii is the same 

as in Fig. 4. 
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6. Summary 

In summary, ·we re-estimate the electroproduction of the </>-meson from proton 

within the uud~ss clust~r model. Our calculation is based on the RHOM which 

takes into account the main relativistic effect, namely; the Loreritz contraction of 

the composite particle wave function. Our results strongly support the proposal of 

Henley et al. [7], i.e., to use the electro- and photo0 production of <b~meson for probing 

the ss content of the nucleon. Even with only 2% admixture of strange quarks, the 

RHOM predicts that the direct knockout mechani;ins'give comparable contribution 

to the diffractive production. The strorig difference found in the t-dependence of the 

ss- and uud-knockout cross sections could be u;efol for testing the ss-uud cluster 

model of the proton and it can be checked in future experiments at CEBAF'. 
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TttTOB AJ1., Orx E., 51Hr lll.H. 
3JieKTpOp0)K,ll.em1e ¢-Me30HOB Ha npOTOHax 
B MO,ll.eJIH pemITHBHCTCKOro rapMOH11qecKoro OCI.J;l1JIJl5ITOpa 

E2-95-48 

AHaJIH3HpyeTC5I. 3JieKTpopO)K,ll.eHHe ¢-Me30HOB Ha. npoTOHax Ha OCHOBe 
uud::...ss.:.'KJiaCTepHOH MO,ll.eJIH C u;eJiblO ~03~0)KHOro o~pe)l.eJieHH5I CKpbITOH 
CTpaHHOCTH B npOTOHC. Hallie paCCMOTpeHHe OCHOBaHO Ha MO,ll.eJIH peJI5ITl1-

. BHCTCKOro rapMOH11qecKoro 'OCI.J;l1JIJI5ITOpa, KOTOpaSI ecTeCTBeHHbIM o6pa30M 
yqHTbIBaeT JIOpettll;C13CKOC . COKpaiu;eHHC IlpO,ll.OJibHOro pa3Mepa, CB5I3aHHOH 
CHCTC,Mbl. Haii:.n.eHO, qTQ BbIXOJJ. ¢-MC30HOB np11 Bbl6HBaHHl1 SS-KOMilOHeHThl 

.113 HYKJIOHa cpaBHHM no BCJIJ1q11He c'npe,ll.CKa3aHHeM ,ll.HCppaKI.J;HOHHOro po)K.:. . 
.n.eH'irn B .MO,ll.eJIH BeKTOPHOH ,ll.OMHHaHTHOCTH B npe.n.noJIO)KCHHH, qTd CKpbITa5I 

·· cTpaHHOCTh cocTaBJI5IeT BeJI11q11Hy 1-2 % : Tip11qeM ce~eH115I:Bh1611Ba111151 uud-, - ' 11 S-KJiaCTepoB HMelOTKaqecTBeHHO pa3HYIO 3aBHCHMOCTb OT nepe.n.aHHOro npo-
TOiiy M0MeHTa 11 MoryT 6h!Tb pa3JIHqeHbl 3KCnepHMeHTaJibHO. ' ' ' . 

Pa6oia BhmOJIHeHa B Jla6opaTOpHH TeopeT11qeCKOH cptt3HKH HM. H.H.Eoro
. JII06oBa OH5IH 11 .B Hau;HOHaJibHOM TaiiBaHhCKOM 'yHHBepCHTeTe, Taiineii, 
TaiiBaHb: · 

1 

• 

TTpenp11HT 06oeA11Hem1oro 11HCTHTYTa ~Aep~lblX 11CCJieAOBaHHH. ,Uy6na, 1995 

Titov A.I., Yongseok Oh, Shin Nan Yang 
Electroproduction of¢,-Meson f;rom Proton; 
.within Relat!vistic Harmonic Oscillator.Model· 

E2-95-48 

We analyze eledroproduction of ¢-meson from .a proton within a uud-ss. 
cluster model as a probe of the strangeness content of the proton. Our con-

.·., sideration is. based on the relativistic harmonic oscillator quark model which 
takes into account the Lorentz-contraction effect of the hadron wave functions. 
We show that.the knockout mechanisms are comparable to the vector meson-: 
dominance model, of diffractive production if only (f-2) %. strange quark 
admixture is assumed. The uud-:: and ss-knockout. 'cross sections. have 

· . a qualitatively different dependence on the four-momentum transfer squared 
·to the proton and may be distinguished experimentally. ·. 
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